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Abstract: Clinical and functional grip force or strength capabilities have been measured and assessed under various
conditions. And the manner in which grip forces are assessed have been standardized to a large extent. The hand forces
needed to perform a particular job task, on the other hand, are very task specific. This study investigates the hand forces
needed to ride railroad freight cars while the freight cars are coming to a stop. This study then investigates how these
measured hand forces compare to clinical and functional grip strength capabilities of the general population.
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1. Introduction
Clinical grip strength knowledge has been a fixture in the ergonomics and rehabilitation communities for decades
(Mathiowetz et al., 1985; Pheasant & O’Neill, 1975; Marley & Wehrman, 1992; Hanten, et al. 1999). Adapting clinical grip
strength to functional circumstances, for instance, for pulling-type exertions, has also been established (Page, 1999; Young et
al., 2009).
How these measures of grip strength compare to the grip demands of a specific railroad task is the focus of this
research. In this case study, we aim to measure the grip demands or hand force demands placed upon railroad employees
while holding onto and riding the side of a freight car while the freight car is being stopped. Figure 1 depicts the position of
what a railroad employee may assume during a hold and ride task. Handholds on rail cars used for riding are generally 5/8ths
inch in diameter. Railroad employees generally take up a hold and ride position that places their holding force perpendicular
with the handhold structure, as well as permitting a straight arm, or if chosen a bent arm posture.
This task is commonly performed by railroad employees in railroad yards across North America. The freight cars
are attached to a lomomotive or locomotives. And the locomotives are being operated to position the freigth car(s) into a
particular track or location. When the locomotive stops, so do the freight cars. However, there is something called slack
action that occurs between the locomotive and freight cars, which, may change the grip force demands of the employee riding
the end freight car. Slack action occurs as the buffers or cushioning between the freigth cars and between the locomotive and
freigth cars contract (a push train movement) or expand (a pull train movement)—in the case of stopping.
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